
Understanding the transformational purpose as a coach, forms a crucial component
of any coaches development by allowing coaches to identify and implement
strategies to get the best out of their athletes across all three dimensions of their
being; resulting in a complete holistic athlete who's performance excels on and off
the field.

Utilising the 3D coaching framework helps coaches to become intentional about
becoming fundamentally sound, skilled at coaching the mind, and focused on
developing the heart. 

As you develop and in turn fulfil your own transformational purpose with great
intentionality, not only will you positively impact the lives of those you coach, but
you can impact your entire community.

S O U T H  W E S T  S Y D N E Y  A C A D E M Y  O F  S P O R T  &  3 D  C O A C H I N G  A U S T R A L I A

A Coaches Transformational Purpose

The South West Sydney Academy of Sport, in conjunction with 3D Coaching Australia, would like to invite  community
representative coach and support staff to attend a presentation on developing A Coaches Transformational Purpose as a
part of their own ongoing coach development. Friday 12 March, 2021-

Western Sydney University,

Campbelltown

7:30pm or;

 

Saturday 13 March, 2021 -

Wests League Club, Leumeah

10:00am

 

Cost: $20  

What if your athletes consistently showed up with a great attitude and gave a great effort?
What if they regularly played their best, and also learned valuable life lessons through sport?
If you want athletes who are “ALL IN,” you need strategies to engage them in ALL dimensions of their being.



Shaun Hart is a former 273 game veteran
of the Brisbane Lions AFL team and winner
of 3 Premierships, and the 2001 Norm
Smith Medalist. 

Since retiring from football, Shaun has
held several positions of influence within
AFL clubs Port Adelaide Power and  the
Gold Coast Suns in key Coach and Player
Development roles, including significant
portfolios in player welfare and
management. 

Shaun is the Australian Representative and
director of the 3D Institute and 3D
Coaching Australia, and as such has an
unequalled passion for the development
of coaches within Australia to find their
purpose as coaches, and in turn develop
their athletes true potential, across all
three dimensions. 
 

Shaun Hart

QUBE Coach Education Program

Proudly supported by QUBE, the Academy
coach and support staff education
program focuses on not only providing
additional coaching qualifications, but
exposure and educational support to the
Academy's volunteer coach and support
staff members through online and face to
face lecture and practical education
opportunities.

Further details and to register attendance
available here:

swsas.org.au/coachevents

Kade Klemke The 3 Dimensions

Kade Klemke has spent the last 10 years
coaching and is always looking to improve
himself and others around him. Kade loves
his sport and has been involved in cricket,
tennis, athletics, swimming, and AFL. 

Kade is one of the youngest coaches to have
coached at  the NEAFL level, where he has
won a premiership. 

Kade is also a level 3 AFL coach and has
been involved at the highest level (AFL). He
has seen the good and bad of coaching and
wants to help other coaches leave a legacy
by becoming a 3Dimensional Coach.

3Dimensional Coaching is not just growing
around the country but around the world.

it is essential to have strategies to address all
three dimensions; to neglect one aspect is by
definition to not help your athletes be the best
they can be. 

A first dimension coach deals with the
fundamentals, or the physicality. You need to
be good at coaching those. 
But there is more, the second dimension; the
mental, emotional and relational performance
of sport. 

The Third dimension; this is the area that very
few discuss, but it is the core essence of what
ties it all together. The Heart, identity
character; this is what we use to value and
ascribe worth.

Whether a coach intentionally coaches these
things or not, we know that sport is having an
effect at this level. 
Lets explore these third dimension strategies
together.


